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Tramigo Case Study: Tramigo T22 for ATCF Members

ATCF chose Tramigo T22 to bring safety and control for any
auto owner.
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Tramigo and ATCF have agreed to offer
Tramigo T22 with special terms to all
ATCF members.
Automobile and Touring Club of Finland
(ATCF) is the only nationwide
association for private motoring in
Finland. The ATCF has about 100 000
individual members, 5500 company
members and about a hundred
different associations and co-operates,
which include thousands of motorists.
According to its objectives the ATCF is
an association established to look after
the interests, services and hobbies of
individual motorists.

Tramigo T22 is used to track ATCF Smart which gives
roadside assistance in Helsinki metropolitan area

Its activities include the entire field of road traffic as well as motoring both in Finland and abroad.
Convinced that Tramigo T22 Car device is the perfect device for its members, ATCF chose to offer
Tramigo T22 Car as an ATCF member product. ATCF has carefully selected array of interesting and
useful products that are offered to members with special terms.
Tramigo T22 Car was chosen as it adds clear value for the members every day by allowing them to
control and locate their cars and other assets. Many members also travel outside Finland by car
where T22 brings additional peace-of-mind if the car breaks down or gets stolen.

Additionally to ATCF members enjoying peace-of-mind and security brought by Tramigo, some of
ATCF Road Service vehicles have Tramigo T22 installed allowing ATCF to know the location of Road
Service vehicle and provide roadside assistance even with greater flexibility and speed.
Tramigo Products are currently traded in more than 200 countries worldwide. TLD Landmarks
together with distribution and partnership
opportunities are available to all countries. T22
Series Products work with any GSM Phone or PC
and there are no monthly monitoring or annual
subscription fees from Tramigo use.
For more information about Tramigo T22 Series
Tracking devices and accessories, visit
www.tramigo.com

Mr Jan Stårgards from Tramigo installing T22 unit to one of
ATCF roadside assistance vehicles

T22 Key Benefits for any car owner:
Locate and track your vehicles or loved ones
Motion-sensor sends alert directly to mobile phone if car moves unauthorized
Total privacy, unit fully controlled via end-users mobile phone
Remote listening and emergency GSM voice communication
SOS button sends an emergency message to selected numbers
Reports position in accurate GPS coordinates in addition to landmark location.
No monthly monitoring or annual subscription fees
Low cost to use, only SMS messages, none when vehicles are idle.
Easy installation, can be installed to draw power from the vehicle battery.
Sturdy construction with shockproof casing & full 24 month guarantee.
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